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There's More to "Prayer Hebrew" than Prayer!

AUTHOR(S): DAN TATAR

SUMMARY: In this session, we will delve into common prayers, uncovering layers of
personal meaning and revealing insights that will enrich our spiritual journeys like never
before. Whether you know Hebrew well or stopped at 'Shalom,' we welcome all to join in the
discovery!

GOALS:
1. Explore the nuanced meanings and themes behind key Hebrew roots related to

prayers and rituals
2. Discover how understanding root words can enrich personal connections and

experiences
3. Foster greater intentionality and mindfulness in spiritual practices

AUDIENCE: 20-25

TIMING: 75 minutes

MATERIALS:
- White printer paper or posters
- Markers
- Prayerbooks (optional, as references)
- See Appendix

SET-UP: An ideal space would be a medium to large-sized room to accommodate whole-group
discussions and small-group activities. The room should have writing surfaces like tables or
whiteboards or large paper pads. If possible, access to adjacent breakout rooms or quiet corners
within the main room can be beneficial for focused small-group work. A designated area for resources
like dictionaries or handouts would also be useful for participants to consult as needed.
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SESSION TIMELINE
● 00:00-00:05 - Welcome, overview of goals. Participant intros with meaningful

Hebrew word.
● 00:05-00:10 - Explaining concept of Hebrew roots and importance.
● 00:10-00:20 - Example of "Baruch" - root ב.ר.כ (b.r.ch) related to "bereich"

(knee). Exploring connection to humility/gratitude.
● 00:20-00:50 - Small groups analyze roots of prayer words (kadosh, sidur, erev,

amidah, baruch). Discuss meanings and prayer connections.
● 00:50-01:05 - Groups present findings on how roots enrich, deepen prayers.
● 01:05-01:15 - Closing discussion on continued Hebrew root exploration.

Enhancing work as counselors.

SESSION OUTLINE
00:00-00:05 - Welcome participants and provide an overview of the session's goals.
Participants introduce themselves by sharing their name, pronouns if desired, and a
Hebrew word they find meaningful.

00:05-00:10 - Briefly introduce the concept of Hebrew root words (shoresh) and their
importance in understanding the deeper meanings of prayers and Jewish texts.

00:10-00:20 - Explore the example of baruch ,בָּרוּ�) “blessed”). Root word: ב.ר.כ –
b.r.ch, related to the word bereich ,בֶּרֶ�) “knee,” plural “berkayim” .(בִּרְכַּיםִ

- Why do we bow?
- What is the connection between bowing/bending the knee and

expressing humility/gratitude?
- Participants share personal reflections on this word.

00:20-00:50 - Participants are divided into small groups. Each group is provided with
the root of common prayer words and other related words, such as kadosh, sidur,
erev, amidah, and baruch. Their task is to analyze the root words, discuss their
meanings, and explore how understanding the roots can deepen the prayer
experience. [Appendix I: prayerbooks as resources; Appendix 2 (optional): Access to
pealim.com to explore root words]

00:50-01:05 - Groups share their findings and insights on how understanding the
roots of Hebrew words can add richness, depth, and personal connection to prayers
and spiritual practices.

01:05-01:15 - Session leader facilitates a closing discussion, encouraging participants
to continue exploring Hebrew roots in prayers and daily life. Participants share how
this knowledge can enhance their work as camp counselors and make Hebrew more
accessible to campers.
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BRINGING IT TO YOUR CAMP
If your camp has a dedicated Hebrew and Jewish studies staff member who could
co-lead this session with counselors, they could provide deeper linguistic expertise,
while counselors could share personal insights on how exploring root meanings has
impacted their own prayer experiences or understanding modern Hebrew.

You could have campers create illustrated 'Hebrew Root Dictionaries' where they
draw/depict the root meanings of key prayer words. This hands-on artistic approach
could make the concepts more engaging and memorable.

For a more interactive experience, you could set up stations around the room with
different Hebrew words/roots from prayers. Participants could rotate through the
stations, discuss the meanings with their group, and brainstorm creative ways to bring
those meanings to life (i.e., through movement, skits, or songs).

If you have a particularly diverse group in terms of Hebrew proficiency, you could pair
up participants and have them teach each other one Hebrew word they find
meaningful. This peer-to-peer learning could foster a more inclusive and supportive
environment. If possible, they could explore the root of that word, and uncover deeper
meaning.

Instead of using common prayers, you could focus the session on exploring the roots
of Hebrew names (including campers' names) or Hebrew words related to camp
activities or values. This could make the content more personally relevant and
applicable to the camp experience.

For a more reflective twist, you could incorporate journaling prompts or guided
meditation exercises that encourage participants to contemplate the deeper meanings
of Hebrew words/roots and how they relate to their own spiritual journeys.


